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Place, space and society

„Space is not something „dead, fixed and immobile”.  

„Space is a social product - one can never again see the world as a place 

set apart, or reduce architecture to  a set of abstract forms.”

„Space is produced and reproduced through human intentions, even if 

unanticipated consequences also develop, and even as space constrains 

and influences those producing it.”

„Every society has its own spatial grammar and space.”

„Architecture and planning as medicalisation of space.” 

„Everybody recognizes reach but nobody notices the poor.”

How we can improve the living contditions of the poorest? 



1. Urban development. Mankhurd-Govandi-Shivaji Nagar belt.
Dharavi in Mumbai is no longer Asia’s largest slum

Clara Lewis, TNN Jul 6, 2011, 04.31am IST

The Times of India

MUMBAI: Dharavi, spread over 557 acres and housing nearly three lakh people, is no longer Asia’s 

largest slum. Mumbai has at least four larger contenders for the dubious distinction, some of them three 

times the size of Dharavi. Though, the island city is now largely free of slums.

The erstwhile smaller slums in the suburbs have metamorphosed into contiguous, larger slums. 

The Kurla-Ghatkopar belt, the Mankhurd-Govandi belt, the Yogi and Yeoor hill slopes stretching from 

Bhandup to Mulund flanking the Sanjay Gandhi National Park (SGNP) on the east and Dindoshi on the 

western flank of the National Park have all eclipsed Dharavi.

In the design solution it is recognized that spatial logic of the „slum” provides efficent combination 

of workplace, small factories, buisnesses, being combined with living space, as well as flexibility of 

uses and layered mix of functions. Therefore the aim is to keep the urban spatial layout with certain 

level of medicalisation of the space. The conditions should be improved mantaining original structu-

re. Public spaces are to be made in the existing canals and as little piazzas in later phases.

2. Issues, climate conditions, Indian architectural tradition and susta-
inability.
The Climate of Mumbai is a tropical wet and dry climate. Mumbai’s climate can be best described as mo-

derately hot with high level of humidity, average tempeature of 27.2 °C and average precipitation of 242.2 

cm. Mumbai experiences four distinct seasons: Winter (December–Feb); Summer (March–May); Monsoon 

(precipitation of 868,3 mm in June) (June–Sep); and Post-Monsoon (Oct–Dec). The area of Mumbai is clas-

sified as a Seismic Zone III region, which means an earthquake of up to magnitude 6.5 on the Richter-scale 

may be expected.



Taking into consideration climate conditions of the area the idea is to use elements of traditional 

Indian architecture, as elements for sustainable development, to provide lower energy consumption 

and to reduce high maintanance costs. 

Passive cooling strategy

A stepwell (baoli) is a small body of water that is created either below ground. As the water evapo-

rates in an enclosed area, it cools adjacent spaces. It will be filled with rainwater. This solution pro-

vides convection process in the gap between adobe clay wall and corrugated sheet. Therefore cold 

air will be put inside the builing to cool it down, and warm air will be released outside. 

Perforated double skinned exterior (jaali). Perforated screen like those called jaali is highly effective 

passive cooling technique. It allows natural daylight to diffuse through to provide illumination but 

shades the indoor spaces to avoid overheating. It is used mainly for spaces which require ventilation 

eg. toilets.

Problems - issues 

- design challenges

Diseases

Poor sanitation 

No home for new arrivals 

Uncovered sevage

No permanent rights to the land

No fire protection of dwellings 

Presence of asbestos roofs 

No light in workplace and some homes



3. Business plan and cost evaluation.

The design is based on seven different types of spatial modules. Each module has volume of 17.5 m3. The 

strategy allowes user to build any amount of the modules which is needed and can be afforded by the 

dweller. The modules can be added in the future.  Overall development is divided into two phases. First 

phase - emergency, provides basic shelter for the dweller and second phase - development where the 

shelter is converted into living place with all the commodities.  Materials used: reinforced concrete (ear-

thquake safety), adobe clay and  recycled and new corrugated sheets.

Self made concrete cost approx. 4000 rs/m3

New corrugated sheet cost approx. 200 rs/m2

Adobe clay cost approx. 1000rs/m3 

(50% of traditional masonry)

One completely new module requires 

max 5,75 m2 of corrugated sheet 1150 rs

max 0,46 m3 of concrete 1840 rs

max 3,0 m3 of adobe clay 3000 rs

+10% for extra cost 

approx 6500 rs. 

By using recycled materials (recycled corrugated

sheets) the cost can drop down up to 50%. 

Plan of the three storey 6 
module house and two sto-
rey 4 module house.
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